
WAR ESSAYS KIDS

War Child's programmes support children and young people to regain their confidence and build positive relationships
with their peers, families and wider.

Making war less damaging to children secondary prevention 1. Perpetrators should be prosecuted for such
actions as destroying clinics, schools, and hospitals â€” all of which are protected by international law. Yes,
but we don't. Richard C. The reasons for this modern challenge include getting forced Ever since I understood
what the military was as a child, I wanted to be a Soldier. By end of the wars there are a lot of woundeds. The
standard definition of a child soldier is any person under the age of eighteen unlawfully participating in an
armed force. Although the evacuation of children from London and other British cities during the Second
World War has become a part of the legend of English pluck and determination between and , historians have
recently criticized the policy. Children are used as child soldiers mostly by non government armed groups for
many different reasons. For instance, Susan Pedersen, in Family, Dependence, and the Origins of the Welfare
State: Britain and France, places the two world wars in the contexts of feminism, trade unions, and economic
development to explain the creation of government social welfare programs, especially those aimed at aiding
children. These young adolescents are mistreated; malnurtured, abused and the girls are usually used for
sexual purposes. He lives in Brooklyn, New York. The second phase is the looking ahead. Becoming a child
soldier is a double edged sword that is neither ally nor enemy to the children. Child soldiers is unfortunately
accepted usually because of the economic needs of families needs to survive in poverty. Leaders in Ancient
Greece and Rome are documented preventing panic and raising supplies for their distant armies. It is asserted
that people may want to get control of holy areas. In the age of liberal democracy and non-violent resistance,
all insurgency is as unnatural as an adolescent lieutenant. I feel that any way that child soldiers can be stopped
should be done. Child soldiers in all countries are a problem because of the inhumane treatment of children,
but the situation is especially bad in the Democratic Republic of the Congo because of the amount of it and the
lack of action taken to stop it. This article has been cited by other articles in PMC. The issue of child soldier
recovery and its devastating process has been overlooked and this is unacceptable. Think about the boy wizard
Harry Potter: a war orphan seized from his surviving relatives at age 10, Harry is brought to a secluded
academy run by former militants, told he is destined for glory, and taught to fight. John F. However,
compliance with these instruments is poor, especially when recruiting children to armed forces is concerned. A
girl who is raped may be marginalized by her society and lose the opportunity for marriage. Psychological
suffering.


